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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Banach space valued measures 4 required in harmonic analysis and 
the theory of stochastic processes are in general unbounded ones defined 
on &rings 9 over a space Q, and such that the total variation l<l(O) = cc 
for non-e-negligible sets D in 9. The purpose of this paper is to develop (1) 
the theory of integration of scalar-valued functions with respect to such 5, 
(2) the theory of the product r x p of such a measure 5 with a real or com- 
plex valued measure CL, and (3) vectorial extensions of the Tonelli and 
Fubini theorems. 
The literature on the subject comprises two papers by D. R. Lewis [7, S] 
and one by E. G. F. Thomas [16]. The treatment of the subject in the 
treatises of N. Dinculeanu [2], N. Dunford and J. Schwartz [3], and 
J. Diestel and J. J. Uhl [l] falls short with respect to our needs in one way 
or another. The first confines its integration to measures 5 for which 
I{ l(O) -C co for D E 9, and the second and third to the 5 that are bounded 
and defined on a-algebras. We could, of course, make use of the latter 
integration by restricting the underlying space to sets DE 9, i.e., by 
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replacing the &ring 9 by the a-algebras 9 n 2“. But this maneuver is 
roundabout and unnatural, and destructive of the intrinsic features of 5 
such as, for instance, its stationarity in the important case where Q is a 
noncompact topological group; cf. [lo, 121. 
To define the integration of a scalar-valued function f with respect to a 
measure r on c$? with values in the Banach space X, we will apply to 5 
functionals x’ in X’, the dual of X, and deal with the resulting scalar 
measures x’ 0 5. This approach is adopted by Lewis in an abstract setting, ’ 
and also to a large extent by Thomas in a topological setting. Such use of 
x’ for defining the integrals of X-valued functions f with respect to scalar 
measures c is due to I. M. Gelfand [4] and B. J. Pettis [14] in the late 
1930s. (Whereas the Pettis integral falls in X, the Gelfand integral falls in 
X”, the second dual of X.) We shall refer to all such integration theories, in 
which the application of X’ is a central tool, as Gelfand and Pettis 
integration. 
In Dinculeanu’s words, “The semi-tribe (i.e., b-ring) is the natural 
domain of definition of a vector measure” [2, p. v]. But even for non- 
negative measures such rings are significant, as is clear from their treatment 
in J. von Neumann’s 1933 lectures [ 13, pp. 86-901. Accordingly, in this 
paper we shall always take the domain of our measure 5 to be a B-ring 9. 
(In the event that R happens to fall in 9, the latter will, of course, turn 
into a b-algebra, i.e., into a o-algebra.) On the other hand, regarding the 
secondary measures that we construct, our policy will be to define them on 
the largest family on which they are useful, and this turns out to be the 
a-algebra @” of sets that are “locally in 9” so to speak; cf. 2.1(b) for the 
definition. Thus 9”’ will be the domain of all variation measures of 5, and 
of all indefinite integrals of integrable functions on Q. (For instance, when 
5 is nonnegative real, we will have 5 c 151 and not t = 151.) Furthermore the 
measurability of functions f on Q will always be relative to the a-algebras 
9“” and %?‘, where g is the o-algebra generated either by the topology (i.e., 
open sets) of the range-space of f, or by a subbase of some suitable 
topology of this space. In this last respect, we continue a worthy trend 
initiated apparently by D. R. Lewis [S]. 
Our primary concern in Parts I and II of this paper is with the 
integration of scalar-valued f with respect to a Banach space valued 
measure 5 on 9, and with the ancillary consideration of Gelfand 
integration that this demands. By the action of x’ E X’, we are brought to 
the consideration of integration of our scalar f with respect to real or com- 
plex measures p defined on the &ring 9-a topic bypassed in the classical 
literature. Our first task, to broach it systematically, is undertaken in 
Section 2. 
’ Lewis treats the more general case in which F is a locally convex topological vector space. 
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In Section 2 we take for granted only the well-known theory of 
integration with respect to [0, co]-valued measures on a-algebras. But in 
this nonnegative realm we point out an overlooked but useful Fatou-type 
lemma for lim, _ o. jnfdpn, f>O, ~~30, in which p,,+p; cf.2.13. For 
real or complex p we study the &subring 9p of 9“” on which the variation 
measure 1~1 of p is finite. The measure 1~1 is utilized to define the class L,,, 
of p-integrable functions. For any measurable scalar f on 52 we also study 
the b-ring 9Jf) of sets E in 9’Oc on which f is integrable, i.e., &E L I,p, as 
well as the indefinite integral VJ .) off with respect to p. A major result 
(Thm. 2.32) is that the variation measure lvJ( .) of vr,/ is given on any 
A E @“’ by the equality 
Iv,,&4 = jA If(o)I . IPI( 
both sides of which are finite precisely for A E 9&f). This result, con- 
siderably harder than its known (and much weaker) prototypes, yields a 
useful substitution principle 2.34. 
In Section 3 (Part II),’ devoted to Gelfand integrability, we establish a 
“uniform boundedness principle” for the variation measures arising from a 
linear operator on a Banach space Y, to the class FA(9,%) of finitely 
additive measures 5 on 9 with values in a Banach space X (Thm. 3.3). This 
crucial principle ensures that with the notation sg for the semi-variation of 
t and Ifl l,p = jn I.0 4A9 we have for any set A in 9”‘, 
s,(A) < 00 iff VX’E%“, lx’o~l(A)< co, (1) 
Ifll,< := SUP Ifll,x,05<~, iff VX’E~‘, If11,.~~05<~, (2) 
I.-d < 1 
llfll I,p := sup W”fl 1.p < a iff VX’EX’, lx’oflr+<co; (3) 
lx’1 G 1 
cf. 3.4(f), 3.12(a), and 3.12(b). With the aid of (2) and (3), we quickly see 
that the Gelfand spaces Q, $+ (cf. Def. 3.8) are normed, and that 
moreover C?& is a Banach space (3.13, 3.14). 
The fundamental laws governing the class .9r;,[ of Pettis integrable 
functions f with respect to a Z-valued measure 5 on 9, and governing the 
Pettis integrals JA f & A E @“, topics we deal with in Section 4, are due 
to Lewis [7,8] and independently to Thomas [ 161. Our first new result is 
that pi:,< is the closure in the Banach space 9,,< of the linear manifold 
Y(9, IF) of d-simple scalar functions on 1;2, and that the indefinite Pettis 
integrals iA f d< are limits in X of the indefinite integrals fA s, d{, of 
2 To give the reader the thrust of this paper, we outline here what will follow in Part II 
(Sections 3, 4, and 5). See Note at the end of the paper. 
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B-simple s, (Thm. 4.7). This gives to Pettis integration a rather Lebesgue 
complexion. The question arises as to whether Pettis integration is actually 
Lebesgue integration, i.e., definable without the involvement of the dual 
space E’. In 4.7 we discuss this interesting question and the purported aff’r- 
mative answer given to it by Thomas in [ 171 (unpublished). We also show 
that the Gelfand class c??‘,~ does not have this property, by giving an exam- 
ple for !E = cO, in which p’;.( # c!?‘,~ (Thm. 4.14). Another new result is that 
the support of a functionfin Y,*t; is in a-ring(g) but for an q-negligible set, 
where q( .) is the indefinite integral off (Thm. 4.9). This result yields a 
useful Domination Principle : 
(Thm. 4.10). 
To complete the study of Pettis integration we have to consider along 
with the measure 5, the class gC of so-called “t-integrable sets” (i.e., sets A 
in 9”’ for which the indicator function xa E c?,,~), as well as the extension [ 
of 5 from 9 to g* (Section 5). We show that even though in general 9 # gC 
and 5 # [, we invariably have &@“” = gp, se = se, IfI ‘,[ = IfI ,,{, ??‘,[ = %‘;,{, 
.cQ=&, and jA f d&j =JA f d[ (5.3, 5.5, 5.8). We also have to consider 
the class aC of subsets of @” on which the semi-variations sg of 5: are 
finite. We again show that we invariably have (D;)‘O’ = (gC)‘Oc, even though 
g< E gt. The conditions 
Q E a-ring( 9 ), 52 E o-ring(gC)), Q E g-ring(@) 
give different types of localizability. We touch on this question in 
(5.15)-5.18 and in Thm. 2.41 only because it appears in the theory of the 
product measure. Our treatment of the Pettis integral is free of 
localizability restraints. 
The laws governing the family g““, where 9 s 2*, are not obvious, and 
care has to be exercised in dealing with them. In the Appendix A we work 
out the necessary rules, and also provide a few other lemmas. 
Part III of this paper will be devoted to the theory of the product 
measure 5 x ,u, and the corresponding vectorial extensions of the Slicing, 
Tonelli, and Fubini theorems (Sections &9). Part III will also deal with the 
simplifications that accrue when the Banach space 9 is weakly Z-complete: 
the case in which %‘,c = p’,c (Section 10). We shall also consider specific 
measures 5 associated with the most important of these spaces, to wit the 
Hilbert space, in Part III (Section 10). 
In the rest of this section we shall explain the notation used in this and 
later parts of the paper. 
1.1. Notation. (a) The symbol “:=” means “equal by definition.” The 
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indicator function of a set A is denoted by xa. Rstr.. f stands for the 
restriction of the function f to a subset A of its domain. The symbol I/ 
means “disjoint.” 
(b) [F refers to either the real or complex number fields [w or C, and 
N to the set of all integers. [w,, N + and I$,+, N,, denote the subsets of 
positive elements and the subsets of nonnegative elements of [w and N, 
respectively. 
(c) For the topological closure, interior, and boundary we shall write 
“cls,” ” int,” and “8,” respectively. C(X, Y) and BC(X, Y) are the spaces of 
all continuous functions, and of all bounded continuous functions on X 
to Y. 
(d) For topological vector spaces X and Y, and A c X, (A ) is the 
linear manifold spanned by A in X, and 6(A) :=cls(A). CL(X, Y) is the 
set of continuous linear operators on X to Y. 
(e) For 0 # 9 c 2x and 0 # ‘3 s 2’, A(%, 9) is the set of all f in 
YX, which are 9, 9 measurable, i.e., f-'(G) E 9 for each G E Y. For 
Y, c Y and 9 a ring of subsets of a set 0, FA(W, Y,,) and CA(9, Y,) stand 
for the sets of all finitely additive and of all countably additive measures 
5 on W with values in Y,. The symbols “F.A.” and “C.A.” abbreviate 
“finitely additive” and “countably additive.” J&$ := (Range 5 ) and 
Y; = G{Range <}. (Thus &ZE z cls J$ = Y; c cls Y,,.) a-alg(%) is the 
a-algebra generated by a family 9 of subsets of a set X; likewise for a 
a-ring(%), etc. 
(f) The boldface symbols n and u are the operations induced by n 
and u on the class of set-families; i.e., 
V%, Y s 2R, %n~:={FnG:F~%&G~E} 
%uB:=(FuG:FE%&GGE}. 
This convention will govern other operations as well. For instance, for 
subsets A and B of a group 
A+B:={a+b:a~Ac!kb~B}. 
(g) For a, b E Iw, a A b and a v b denote the minimum and maximum 
for a and b, respectively. 
2. SCALAR-VALUED MEASURES ON ~-RINGS 
Our policy will be to assume, without restatement, the measure and 
integration theory of [0, ccl-valued C.A. measures on o-algebras. This 
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theory is found, for instance, in Rudin’s book [15]. But in this section we 
shall state all definitions and results for the corresponding theory for 
[F-valued C.A. measures on b-rings, and provide proofs where required. 
Although our exclusive concern in this section is with [F-valued measures, 
we shall, to avoid repetition, define the concepts for F.A. X-valued 
measures for Banach spaces X. 
The ingredients of our theory are an arbitrary space 0, a b-ring 9 over 
52, and a countably additive measure < on 9 with values in a Banach space 
X. In this section X will most often be [F, in which case we shall use the 
more familiar ~1 instead of 5. Accordingly, we shall adhere to the following 
notation. 
2.1. Notation 
(4 
(b) 
(c) 
Cd) 
(4 
(0 
X is a Banach space over the field iF, 
X’ = CL(X, F) = the dual of X, 
X* := {m: X’E X’} =: the adjoint of X. 
9 is a b-ring over a set a, 
G& and J& are the o-ring and a-algebra generated by 9, 
9’Oc= (B: 8~52 & VDE~, BnD&}. 
5 E FA(3, X), p E FA(G3, IF). 
A$= {N: NELiP= & VDE~, t(DnN)=O}, 
JV~ is the family of all r-negligible sets. 
~~:={C:CE@‘~&VDE~, QD)=QCnD)}, 
V< is the family of all carriers oft. 
For @ # 9 E 2R, Y(F, [F) := {f:f~ [Fn, Range f is finite & 
VcERangef\{O),f-‘(c)EY}, 
P’(T, F) is the class of all F-valued, F-simple functions on 8. 
We note that 
(2.2) 
I 
(a) 53 5 && E ~4~ E gioc, & PC = (S&)‘“‘; 
(b) QESQ= gp’=&ft 9 =g . 53 
We recall the notion of the total variation of r. Following Lewis [8, 
p. 2961, we shall define this to have 53”’ as domain: 
2.3. DEF. For all A E PC, let 
n, := { 7r: n is a finite class of )I sets in 53 n 2A >. 
The (total) variation /51( .) of 5 is the function on @” defined by: 
VA E .@Oc, 
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The following properties of the variation are fundamental: 
2.4. LEMMA.~ (a) Ill EFA(@‘~, [0, co]); 
(b) VCE@‘~, ltl(C)=sup,,, ISl(CnD); 
(c) vc E PC, 3 a sequence (D,);” in 9 such that IQ(C)= 
lim .+,1tl(CnD,); we may assume (D,);” is r; 
(d) <ECA(~, Tt-)* I51 ECN@Y CO, ml); 
(e) JC=-$cl; wc=$,. 
Proof. For (a) see Dinculeanu [2, p. 35, No. 91. The proof of (b) rests 
on this Dinculeanu result. Part (c) is a reformulation of (b). For (d) again 
see [2, p. 35, No. 93. Part (e) is obvious. 1 
The variations of l, ‘I, and r + q are related by a triangle inequality as 
the reader can easily check. 
2.5. COR. Let 5, q E FA(L@, !Z). Then 
(a) 15+vl(~)< I51 (.)+ Id(.) on 2P. 
(b) When 5, q have (I carriers, we haoe equality in (a). 
For IF-valued measures, some of the previous results can be sharpened: 
2.6. COR. Let p E FA(g, F). Then 
(a) VAE@~, ~~~,.,l~~~~~)I~l~l~~)64~~~,.,l~L(~~~)I~ 
(b) p is bounded on 9 =s (~1 is bounded on @” & IpI (Sz) ~41~1 cD, 
(c) PECAW, Q=>VDEB, IPI(~)<~ & IPI l CA(% b+). 
Proof For (a) see Dinculeanu [2, p. 39, No. 73. Part (b) follows at 
once from (a), taking A = 52. For (c) see Dinculeanu [2, p. 48, Cor. 11. 1 
The next result for @-valued p is obvious. 
2.7. COR. Let pi FA(B, C), pI := Re p, and p2 := Im p. Then 
(a) ~{IP~I + IhI} G IPI 6 { IhI+ Id > on QIOc, 
(b) ~EFA(B, R,+)~‘CE~“‘~, I~LJ(C)=supDE~~(CnD). 
We next recall the concept of nonnegative parts of I&valued measures on 
b-rings : 
3 These results hold with a ring W replacing the d-ring 9 and with 5 E FA(W, 3). 
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2.8. DEF. Let p E FA(g, R). Then we define ,K, p+ on 9 by 
~L(.)=t{l~l(.)--(.)}, ~+(.)=4{1~1(.)+~(.)). 
The Hahn-Jordan theory in the b-ring setting is elegantly presented in 
Dinculeanu [2, pp. 44-501. The little more we need to go to @‘, our 
domain for 1~1, emerges easily from his results [2, p. 45, Thm. 1; p. 48, 
Cor. 2; p. 49, Prop. 151, which can be amalgamated to read: 
2.9. THM. Let p ECA(S, R). Then 
(a) ~-,~+ECA(~,~W~+),~~~~+---=~L&+++-=IC~J, 
(b) VDE~, ID+, D-EC~SD-(ID+ & D-vD+=D, & VAE~, 
p(DpnA)<O<p(D+nA), 
(c) VDEQ, ,u(D+)=p+(D) & p(D-)= -p-(D), 
Cd) Vv E Wg, &+ 1, 
O<v(.)<p-(.) A pLf(.) on 9*v(.)=O on 9. 
The second equality in 2.9(a) extends to !3roc. The proof, which appeals 
to 2.4(b), 2.7(b), and 2.9(a), is left to the reader: 
2.10. COR. Let ~ECA(SS, 0%). Then 
l~+I~~~+I~-I~~~=l~I~~~ on 93”‘. 
We shall now introduce an important &ring related to the measure p: 
2.11. DEF. VIE CA(GS, F), 
9, = (A : A E ec & Ip( (A) < co}. 
By 2.6(c), ~33 c gV, but gp can be much larger than ~3. For instance, if p 
is Lebesgue measure on the &ring 9 of bounded Bore1 subsets of R, then 
gfi comprises all (even unbounded) sets of finite Lebesgue measure. The 
nature of gV and its relation to !3 is given by: 
2.12. PROP. Let p E CA(B, F). Then 
(a) gp is a S-ring C 9’Oc, 
(b) 9 E ci$, c 9’Oc = “:““, 
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(c) VA E 9,, 3 a /* sequence (Dk)pC I in 23 & ONE J$ such that 
k=l II k=l 
(d) VAE~~, 3BEo-ring(9)3BcA & A\BEJ~$. 
Proof. The statement (a) and the two inclusions in (b) are obvious. 
Only the equality in (b) needs justification. 
First, since 9 c 9p c 9““, it follows from A.3 in Appendix A that 
got E p3c 
P (1) 
As for the reverse inclusion, we have to show that 
Proof of (I). Let A E 9”’ and DEAL. Then DE~“‘~& 1~1(6)<co. 
Hence A n D E 9’Oc and 1~1 (A n D) < co, i.e., A n D E 9,. Thus (I). 
By the assertion (I), 9“” c 9p . ioc This together with (1) finishes the proofs 
of (a) and (b). 
(c) Let AEON. Then by 2.4(b), 
SUP l~l(An~)=ld(A)<~. 
AEB 
Hence Vn 2 1, 34, E 9 such that 1~1 (A) - l/n 6 1~1 (A n A,) 6 lpl (A). 
Letting D, = A n (A, u .. . u A,), we have (D,);” increasing in 9, D, c A 
and such that 
Vn>, 1, IpI (A) -; 6 b-4 (DA G I/4 ( 5 &) G IPI 64). 
k=l 
Onlettingn+co,weget l~l(Ukm_lDk)=(C1l(A)<co.HenceU,“=,D,E~~ 
and N := A\(J,“=, Dke .A$. Thus (c). 
(d) Just let B= Up=, D, in (c). 1 
In vector measure and integration theory (Part II, Sections 3, 4, 5), we 
will be hitting measures { E CA(9,Z) with functionals x’ E .%?, and winding 
up with measures p = x’o ~ECA(Q, IF). It is therefore necessary to define 
the notions of “integrability” and “integral” for such If-valued p. We shall 
presume the known theory of these concepts for p E CA(&, [0, 00 ] ), where 
d is a o-algebra over Q. There is, however, a result in this area, not found 
in the literature, which we must consider. 
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2.13. FATOU'S LEMMA (for sequences of measures). Let 
(i) d he a a-algebra over Sz, 
(ii) (p,);” be a sequence in CA(d, [0, cc J), and 
(iii) ~(ECA(SZ, CO, co]) & p(.)<<lim,,,p,J.) on d. 
Then Vf~Jz’(d, Bl(R,+)), 
ProoJ Let s=C;=, akXak E~(zz’, R,,). Then writing E,(f) for 
jnf(o) v(do), we have by (iii), 
O<E,(s)= i akp(A,),< lim i akhtAk)= lim E&k (1) 
k=l n-.cc k=, n-m 
Now given f~Jkt(&‘, BI(R,+)) there is a sequence (sk)y in Y(d, RO+) 
such that sk(.) /*f(.) on Sz, as k+ cc. Hence by (l), %>I, 
0 GE,@,) < lim &(s,) < !h E++(f). 
“-CC n-+03 
Letting k + cc on the LHS and noting that by the Monotone Convergence 
Theorem Ep(sk) 7 &,(f), we get E,(f) < lim, _ m  E,,(f). 1 
We turn to the definition of integrability with respect to F-valued C.A. 
measures on &rings. 
2.14. DEF. (of the class L,,,). Let ,uECA(~, 5). Then (cf. 2.4(d)) 
IpI ECA(&‘~, [0, co]). We define the norm ).),,P for any j in 
.A%Y(@‘~, Bl( IF )) by 
(4 IS1 1.F := SD IfWl . IA M4 E IX4 00 I, 
the last integral being defined classically; cf., e.g., Rudin [IS]. We then 
define the class L1., = L,(52,9, fi; ff) as follows: 
(b) for ~ECA(~, ff), L,*, := {f:f~JZ(9“‘~, Bl(IF))& IflI,r< co}; 
(c) LFC, := (f: J-E JZ?(@‘~, Bl( IF)) & VA E 9, xa *f E L,,,}. 
We call f p-locally integrable when f E Lt’, . 
An immediate consequence of this definition is the following result: 
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(b) LL, is a Banach space over F under the norm 1.1 l,p, when 
functions f, g for which 1 f - gl 1,p = 0 are identgied, and Y(9, IF) is a linear 
manifold everywhere dense in L,,, ; 
(c) 9,= {A:AE.W & xA E L,.,}, (cf. Def. 2.11); 
Cd) L,,, c L:q;> the last being a locally convex vector space, with its 
topology determined by the family of semi-norms {I .I A : A E 91, where 
lfl/i=lfx.4 1.F’ 
ProoJ: (a) Obvious from Def. 2.14(a), (b). 
(W That LIpI is a Banach space and that 9’(gF, IF) is e.d. in L,,,,, 
are classical. Since by 2.12(c), Y(9, F) is e.d. in Yp(sp, IF), (b) holds for 
L l,,p,, and therefore by (a) for L,,,; 
(c) Clear from Def. 2.11, since 1~~1 I+ = 1~1 (A). 
(d) Obvious. 1 
It is also easily checked that 
(2.16) 
(a) VPE CM-Q, R), L,,, = L,,,- n J&+, 
where p +, pL- are as in Def. 2.8 ; 
0-d by CAM @h L,,, = L,,,, n J&~, 
where~l=Re~and~L,=Im~. 
To turn to the definition of the integral operator E, on L1+, where p E 
CA(9, F), we follow the well-known approach of Bochner: we define E, 
first on 9’(9, F) and then, exploiting the everywhere denseness of Y(9, IF) 
in L1,, by a natural extension: 
2.17. DEF. Let p E CA(9, lF). Then we define E,(f ), i.e., jo f(o) p(do), 
as follows : 
(a) iff =Cixl akXDkE9’(9, F), then 
E,(f):= 1 w4~k);4 
k=l 
(b) iff%,,, then E,(f) := lim, _ o. E,(s,), where (s,)? in sP(9, iF) 
is such that Is, - f 1 I,p + 0, as n * 00. 
Trivially, E, is a contractive linear functional on Y(9, IF) with IE,I = 1. 
Consequently, its extension to L1,, has the same property. This yields part 
(a) of the next proposition. Parts (b) and (c) follow readily from (a). 
4 E,(f), so defined, is independent of the particular expression used to represent J This 
is shown by applying the disjoint normal form to the family {Dl, . . . . D,}. In (b), E,(f) is 
independent of the sequence (s,);D, as is easy to see. 
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2.18. PROP. Let p E CA(B, iF). Then 
(a) E, is a contractive linear functional on the Banach space L,,, to F, 
i.e., E, is linear on L,,, to F, and 
Vf EL,.,, IE,(f )I 6 If 11.p. 
(b) When F=E&+, E,=E,,,. 
(c) WhenF=R,E,=E,+-E,-,wherep+,pLareasinDeJ:2.8. 
(d) When F=@, Er=Ep,+iEFz, where p,=Rep andpz=Imp. 
2.19. COR. Let ,a~ CA(g, F) &f E L,,,. Then 
(a) supp f Ea-ring(gJ (cf: Def 2.11); 
(b) FiBEn-ring(g) & 3N=MP~suppf=BuN& Bl/N. 
Proof: (a) Clearly 
S:=suppf=suppIfj= 6 /fl-‘[l/n,co). 
l7=1 
(1) 
Now each If I -‘[l/n, co) E @‘, and by Chebyshev’s inequality 
Thus each If I p’[l/n, co)~g,, by Def. 2.11. Hence Sea-ring(gJ. Thus 
(a). 
(b) By 2.12(c), each IfI-‘[l/n, co)=B,uN,, where B,E~-ring(Q), 
and N, E J$. Hence 
S= fi Iflpl[l/n,oo)= c B,u fi N,=BuN, 
n=l n=l n=l 
where B := u,“=, B,,E~-ring(g) and N := U,“=i N,,E&. It is easily seen 
that B := B\NE a-ring(g), and we have S= Bu N, B II N. Thus (b). 1 
Dinculeanu [Z, Chap. II, Sect. 8, pp. 119-138) has developed a theory 
for L,, & E, for measures 4 E CA(g, X) for which ItI E CA(g, R,,). It 
may be shown that for ?Z = F, his theory is equivalent to ours. But we shall 
not do so here. 
Next, we associate with the pair f, p, where f is a measurable function 
and p a measure, a b-ring LBJf) and a set-function, the indefinite integral 
v~.~ off with respect to ,u, in a natural way: 
2.20. DEF. Vf E A!(9““, Bl( F)) & VP E CA(g, IF), 
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(a) 9Jf) := (A : A E @Oc & Xa .fE Lr,,}, 
(b) VA E gp(f), vJ4 := fA f(o) P(~w). 
2.21. LEMMA (Properties of G3Jf)). Let f ~di’(9’~~. Bl(lF)) and pi 
CA(L3, F). Then 
(a) D,(f) = a b-ring c g”‘E [D,(f)]‘“‘; 
(b) VA E gJf), A n suppf~ o-ring(gJ; 
(c) o-ring[gJf)l n {supp f } = a-ring(gp} n { supp f> ; 
Cd) %(f) = Q(lfl); 
(e) WE L:q”,, 9 G q(f) G sPc = [z3p(f)]‘“c; 
(0 WE L.,, qu, = WC. 
Proof. (a) For any A E 9”‘, we have 
A E 9Jf) * lx~fl I,/, < ~0. (1) 
Since for Ad2+LlJ Ix~,~~~A,~ < co, by the triangle inequality, it 
follows from (1) that A, u A2 E L8Jf). Thus g&f) is finitely additive. Next 
we readily see that 
D E 9,(f) & A E 9”’ n 2O =S A E 9,Jf). (2) 
This shows at once that .$8,,(f) is closed under set-subtraction and 
countable intersection. Thus L8Jf) is a J-ring contained in @“. 
Next, let AE~“~ and A~i@,,(f). Then obviously An AE@“~. Thus we 
have 
AE~+J~) & B:=AnAE@‘cn2A. 
Hence by (2), A n A = BE 53Jf). Hence A E [~Jf)]‘““; cf. 2.1(b). Thus (a). 
(b) Since for A~9~(f), XAf E L,,.,, Cor. 2.19 applies to xAf: The 
results follow from this corollary on noting that supp(~,f) = A n supp f: 
(c) Write S := suppf: Then by (b), L8Jf) n {S} E a-ring(g,,); 
cf. 1.1(f). Hence (cf. Halmos [S, p, 25, Thm. E]), 
~-~ngC%f)l n W = o-ring[g,(f) n (S}] E o-ring(gJ. (3) 
Next let AEQ~, and let B,= {w: jjJo)l <n}, n> 1. Then 
I AnB Ifl~~l~l~~~l~I(A~B,)~n~l~l(A)~co, n 
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i.e., f9dnB,G,p. Since obviously A n B,, ~9““~ it follows that 
A n B, E 9Jf). Hence 
A= 6 (dnB,,)~o-ring[Qp(f)]. 
,I = I 
Thus So G a-ring[9,(f)], whence 
o-ring(9J c a-ring[g,(f)]. 
Combining this with (3), we get 
a-ring[gJf)n {S}] &a-ring(gJca-ring[gJf)]. (4) 
Applying n(s) to all three terms in (4), and noting that the first is 
unaffected, we clearly get the equality asserted in (c). 
Part (d) is obvious, as are the inclusions in (e). For the equality in (e), 
note that 9 c 9+(f) E PC, and hence by A.3, [9Jf )I”” c @‘. Part (f) 
follows at once from Def. 2.20(a). 1 
A convenient form of the dominated convergence theorem is the 
following : 
2.22. THM. (Dominated Convergence). Let (i) p E CA(GS, F), (ii)f,,, 
fE A'(CP, Bl(ff)), n 3 1, and (iii) A E 9“” be such that 
XAfn+XAf ae. IpL( on i2, as n+ co 
3$dA 3Vn 2 1, IXAfnl <$A EL,. 
Then 
(a) Vn>,L Ifnxa-fzaI~,p+O, asn-,a; 
(b) vp,,(4=JAfW ~(W=lim-, SAfnW Ad4 
= lim n + a vr,f.v 1. 
Proof. With g, := XA f,, and g := xAJ; the functions g, and g s 
conditions of the classical dominated convergence theorem 
measure 1 ~1. Hence 
I&-gl*,,p,+O7 as n-a. 
Since by Triv. 2.15(a), 1 .I,,p = I .I1,,p,, (a) follows at once from (1 
satisfy the 
with the 
(1) 
). Also 
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G lg,-gl I,,,= Ig,- gl,,,,, -+O, by (11, 
and (b) clearly follows. I 
2.23, COR. (Simple Function Approximation). Let (i) p E CA(9, E), 
(ii) f~ &‘(9““, Bl([F)), and (iii) (s,)? in 9’(~‘0c, F) be such that 
Proof. Since each Is,( .)I < If( .)I, (a) follows. 
(b) Since for DE 9&f), xDs, -+ xDft and Vn 2 1, IxDsnl ~x~~LL,, 
the premises of the last theorem are met, and we get the conclusions. 1 
2.24. COR. (Properties of v,,,~). Let f~.Af(@‘~, Bl(ff)) and ALE 
CA(9, IF). Then v,,,~E CA(gJf), ff). 
Proof. Let Vk B 1, D, E 9@(f) be I), and D := Ukm_ 1 D, f 9Jf). Then, as 
n-m, 
Since D E 9&(f), therefore 
Vn>L l(~,fx~,)x~l~lfl.~~ELl,~, 
hence by Thm. 2.22, 
JD {k$, f (WI xD@)) Adw) -+ jD f(o) Ad~)v as n+oo. (1) 
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But RHS( 1) = vJD), and since D, E D, 
LWl) = i j f(w) x&4 Ado)= i j f(o) P(~w) 
k=l D kc, & 
= k;, vdDk). 
Thus (1) asserts that C;: = I vp,JDk) + vp,JD). Hence vr,/ is C.A. on 
qm I 
Thus the indefinite integral v,,~ is the CA. measure with density f with 
respect to the measure p. Its domain is ~3Jf). Were f~ Lt”,, this domain 
would include gP ; were f E L,,,, the domain of vr,, would be @” ; 
cf. 2.21(e), (f). 
The &ring gP defined in 2.11 comprises precisely the A in @“ for which 
I& (A) < co, i.e. (cf. 2.15(c)), for which xA E L1,,. Thus gP is the &ring of 
all so-called p-integrable sets, more precisely, of all sets in @” with 
p-integrable indicators. It is natural to extend the measure p from 9 to 9, 
by means of the definition 
(2.25) VAES,, P(A) := jQ x.Aw) Ada). 
In terms of the notation gP(f) defined in 2.20, we have g,, = gfi( l), 
,E = vP,i and it follows as a trivial consequence of Thm. 2.24 that 
(2.26) fi E CA(gP, F) & ,u = Rstr.,& 
We saw in 2.12 that 92 = ~3”‘. We now assert that the extended measure 
has the same variation measure, the same integrability class, and the same 
integral operator as the original ,u. 
2.27. THM. Let ~LCA(G@, F). Then 
(a) 1j1 = 1~1 on PC & NP = MN, 
(b) L,,, = L,,, & Lf’; c L’i=;, 
Cc) V-E JW“‘=> BW)), VI 1.p = Ifl I.~ E CO, ~01, 
(d) E, = E, on L,,,, 
(e) AEON a3 a /* sequence (D,);” in 9 such that ,$A) = 
lim, - oo AD,). 
Proof: (a) We obtain the first equality by establishing the inequalities 
l~l(.)~l~l(.)~l~l(.), on GP. (1) 
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Proof of (I). Let A E gU. Then by Def. (2.25) and Prop. 2.18(a), 
Thus @( .)I d IpI on 9,, whence by Triv A.7, ]jil(.) < IpI(.) on @‘c. 
Next, since lfi( .)I = Ip( .)I on 9, it follows from Def. 2.3 that 
QDE~, IPI (D) = IPI (D). (1) 
Hence by 2.4(b) and ( 1 ), QC E 9”’ 
lACC)=;$ IPIWW= sup liilW-4 
DEB 
f sup lPl(C~D)=li4(C). 
DfLXp 
Thus l,~l(~)<\jil(~) on @“. This proves (I) and the first equality in (a). 
The second follows at once from 2.4(e). Thus (a). 
(b) Combining 2.15(a) with (a), we have 
The inclusion in (b) is clear from this, for if the conditionfx, EL,,, holds 
for all A E gW, it certainly does for all A E $9. Thus (b). 
(c) Let f~ J$(z@‘~, Bl(lF)). Then by Def. 2.14(a) and (a), 
Ifl1,p = jQ VI - 4fil = s, Ifl .4/-d = IflI,p. 
(d) Let s E Y(9, E), say s = C;= i akxDk, Dk E 9. Then since p E ji, 
k=l k=l 
Now for f~ L,,,, we take S, EY(~, E) such that s,(-) -f(.) & 
Is,( -)I /* If( .)I on S2, and apply Cor. 2.23(b). Thus (d). 
(e) For A E 9,,, let (Dk)r be the /* sequence in 9 given in 2.12(c). 
Then since .A$ = Xfi, ji is C.A. on 9, and ji 2 p, we have 
=/-mm ,E(D,)= lim p(D,,). 1 
n-m 
Notwithstanding these equalities, 9p can be considerably larger than 9 
as the following example shows: 
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2.28. EXAMPLE. Let D := [w, 
9:=(D:DGN+ &Disfinite), 
VDES3, p(D)= 1 (- l)“-l/k. 
keD 
Then JJ E CA(9, Iw) trivially, obviously 9’Oc = 2”, and 
Since 1~1 ([W\N +) =O, therefore IW\IV + ~9~. Thus gfl is considerably larger 
than 9; in fact 9p @ a-ring(B). We also see that there is no converse to 
2.27(e), for N + $ BP, even though 
D, := { 1, . . . . FZ} ? N + & lim p(I),) =log 2. 
n-m 
We now turn to the expression of the variation measure IvJ of v,,/ as 
an integral. We must first study the set on which Iv,J is finite: 
2.29. LEMMA. Let ,u E CA(9, F) andf~ Jll(9““, Bl(F)). Then 
b-4 %,,,= {A : A E C~,CfW’c & IvJ (4 -C ~0 ) ; 
(b) 9Jf) G 9YU.1= a &ring E [~JJ”)]‘~~ = [9V,,,]‘“c; 
Cc) VA E %p.,, 
& WIN; 
3B E u-ring [9Jf)] & ONE MVp,/ such that A = B u N 
Cd) -rW%p,,) 5 ~-ringC~Jf)l u JK~.,. 
Proof: Write v = v,,~. Then since v E CA(gfl(j)), IF), (a) follows from 
Def. 2.11, and (b) from Prop. 2.12(a), (b). Part (c) is clear from 
Prop. 2.12(c), (d). To prove (d) the result (c) can be recast as 
9” c a-ring[9Jf)] u NV. (1) 
Now the RHS(1) is a a-ring. To see this, note that XV is a a-ring, and 
9Jf) being a d-ring, each B in o-ring[9Jf)] is a countable union IJ;” d,, 
of Ak l 9#); cf. Dinculeanu [2, p. 5, Prop. 91. Hence we may take the 
a-ring on LHS(l) without affecting the RHS, thereby getting (d). 1 
The equality IvJ(A)=J, If( . 1~1 (do) that we are seeking makes 
sense only for sets A in @“, for by 2.21(a), @‘c~ [9p(j-)]“‘c and though 
the LHS of the equality makes sense for A E [9#)]‘“, the RHS does not 
when A is in [9Jj’)]‘““\@‘“. Our proof that the equality prevails on 9’Oc 
rests on two important lemmas. The first asserts that integrals of non- 
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negative functions with respect to a variation measure 1~1 possess the sup 
property 2.4(b) of such measures : 
2.30. LEMMA. Let f E .&z’(@‘~, IF) and ,u E CA(9, IF). Then VA E 9’Oc 
jA If(w)I IA (du) = ;:p, jA,, IS( lcll (do) G CQ. 
Proof Let AE@‘~, and grant momentarily that 
vs E 9yP, IF ), jA I4 .dl,ul =;ti jAnD 14 .dlpl< 00 
Now take (s,,)? in Y(910c, F) such that 
d.)+f(.) & IS”(.)l /” If( onSZ,asn-+co. 
Then by the monotone convergence theorem, 
>-mm jA IsA -.4@ = jA Ifl 4pI < ~0. 
Now let O<i <jA IfI .dlpl. Then by (2), 
(1) 
(1) 
(2) 
3n,> 13/X< I, b,J .dlpl G jA Ifl .dlA. 
It follows from (I) that 
30,~93d< 
s ArrD, 1 
Is,J .dlA GjA IsA .4/-d. 
Hence (cf. ( 1 )), 
As this holds for all 1~1~ IfI .d(pl, we are done, except for the proof 
of (I). 
Proof of (I). Let s = C;= i (ZkXA* E 5 and Ak E 9’Oc be disjoint. Then 
obviously 
j I4 -dlA = j I4 XAdlA = i bkl ’ IpI (Ak nA). 
A A k=l 
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Now let 0 < 3, < jA IsI . d/pi & M := C;;-=, la,l. Then by 2.4(b), Vk = 1, . . . . r, 
3D1.,, E 9 such that 
Letting D, = vi= l D,., E 9, we have 
Vk> 1, l/M< lpl (Ak n A n DJ < IPI (Ak n A). 
Multiplying by la,/ and summing, we get 
RG 2 lakllPI(A knAnD,)< i lakll,4(AknA), 
k=l k=l 
i.e.. 
As this holds VR <JA IsI .dlpl, we have (I). 1 
Our next lemma asserts that the desired equality holds for all 9ioc simple 
functions. 
2.31. LEMMA. Let ~ECCA(~, IF) and SE~(@‘~, IF). Then 
(a) ~Js)= (C: CEP’ & CnsuppsE9P); 
(b) VA E @‘=, bG.sl (A) = JA b(w)1 . IPI (do). 
Proof: (a) Let s =C;= i ak&, ak # 0, AkECF, and Ak be disjoint. 
Then S := supp s = U;=, Al,. Let CE 9”“. Then sxc=C;=i akXCnAkE 
Y(910c, IF) and 
bkl I,~ = i laki . IPi (Cn Ak). 
k=l 
(1) 
Clearly CE ~Js), iff the last sum is finite, i.e., each 1~1 (Cn Ak) < co, i.e., iff 
Ip(l(CnS)< co, i.e., iff CnSEsp. Thus (a). 
(b)’ Obviously, 
Vk = 1, .,.) r, pk( .) := /i(A, n .) E CA(.9, E). 
5 The result 2.31(b) is not subsumed by the corresponding result [3, I, p. 109, Lemma 151 
of Dunford and Schwartz, since the domain of their Jo is an algebra. Our proof is, however, an 
adaptation of theirs. 
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It follows readily that 
Vk = 1, . ..) r, l~kl(~)=I~l(Akn~) on PC. (2) 
Now write v = vP,, and let DE 9. Then since each Ak n D E 9, 
Thus v = C; a,p, on 9, and because the pk’s have I( carriers Ak, 
therefore by Cor. 2.5(b), 
on PC. (3) 
Hence VB E 9““, by (3) and (2), 
= I B I.do)l . IPI (dw). I 
We can now prove our principal theorem: 
2.32. THM. (on Iv,,[). Let ~ECA(~, IF) andf~.M(9’oc, Bl(ff)). Then 
(a) VA E 9”‘, jvr,,j (A) = jA If(w)1 .lpl (do), both terms being finite 
for A E .9J f ), and both being cc for A E 9’0c\9,( f) ; 
(b) @Oc n SF,, = .%(f). 
Proof: (a) Write v= vp,f We shall establish (a) by proving in suc- 
cession the following assertions : 
VD E =QJf), IW4=jD VI ~dli4 < ~0; (1) 
VB E a-ring[9,(f)], 14 (B) = lB VI .4/4 G ~13 ; (II) 
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VA E 9”‘, IvI(A)=/~ lfl.414<~. 
Proof of (I). Let D E gp(f ). Then 
IXDf I1.p < 0. 
Let (s,,)? in ~‘P(sZS’~~, F) be such that 
h(-)-+f(-1 & Is,(-)1 /” If(-ll on52, asn300. 
Write v := vr,/ and v, := v~.~,. Then by Cor. 2.23(b), 
v,(D) + v(D), as n-too. 
Now grant momentarily that 
Ivnl CD) + I4 CD), as n-m. 
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(III) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(A) 
Then by (A), the last lemma, and the monotone convergence theorem, 
I4 PI = Ji”, lvnl (D) =;[I .r, b,l 414 = s, If I 414. 
Hence it only remains to prove (A) to finish the proof of (I). 
Proof of (A). Let K E l7,, where 
17, := {n: II is a finite class of I( sets in LBJf) n 2O). 
Then since by 2.18, VAEX, Iv(A)/ =Ijdfdpl <Jd IfI dl,u(, it follows, 
writing d:=lJdsnAsD, that 
A;, Iv@)l G A;n .r, If I . I44 = I2 If I .4A G JD V-l .4~l. 
Taking the sup for A E J7,, we conclude from (1) that 
I4 (D) G il, If( . IA (do) = IxDf I I,,, < ~0. (4) 
Next (cf. 2.23(a)), Vn 2 1, DE ~Js,), and therefore by the last lemma, 
Ivnl CD) = 5, IsA .W = Ix,A l,p < 00. (5) 
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Now let s>O. Then 3zL, nL,,~l7, such that 
Now for each n, define n,,, = n:. rrk,, to be the superposition of rt: and 
4l,,. Then x,,~ is refinement of both, and since the sums over rc increase 
with refinement, we get from the previous inequalities 
Denoting the top sum and top RHS by S and M, and the bottom sum and 
bottomRHSbyS,andM,,wehaveM-s<S<MandM,-s<S,,<M,, 
whence 
~M-M,I<2&+IS-SS,~. (7) 
Now 
IS-&l G 1 I Iv(d)I - lv,(d)l I 
A E %E 
where D,, :=UAEn,,,dsD. Thus 
IS-&I 61 If-&l .&I = Kf-a&p. 
D 
Thus (7) becomes 
By (1) and (2), the last term tends to 0, as n + 00. Thus 
iii II4 (D)- Iv,l(D)I = iiiii lM--M,J ~2.5. n-a2 n-00 
Since this holds VJE > 0, we have (A). This finishes the proof of (I). 
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Proof of (II). Let BEW :=a-ring[gp(f)]. Then (cf. Dinculeanu [2, 
pp. 5, 6, Prop. 9 and Cor. l]), B = u;= i Dk, where Dk E 9&f) are disjoint. 
Now define 
VA E @‘c, m(A) := jA If I .&4. 
Then classically, m E CA(@‘“, [0, oo)), and by (a), 
Also, since (cf. 2.21(a)) 33 G $3’0c, the restrictions of both Iv/ and m to $# are 
C.A. on W. Hence, using (8), we get 
M(B)= i 14(Dk)= i m(Dk)=mW. 
k=l k=l 
Thus (II). 
Proof of (III). Let D E ~3. We need only consider the case D E 9 n gv,, 
for if D # G&,, then (as 9,,(f) E 9”) both terms in the formula in (III) are 00, 
and so the equality holds. 
Since D E a”,, therefore by Lemma 2.29(c), 
D=BvN, BIIN BEa-ring[gU(f)] & NEJV;. 
Since D & B are in @Oc, so is N = D\B G D, and therefore NE g,,. Also, 
since BE cr-ring[gJf )], therefore by (II), 
= IvW+jN Ifl .W, since Iv1 (N) = 0. (9) 
Now let 
Vn> 1, B,= {CO: WESZ & If(o)1 Gn}. 
Then each B n E @” and 
n IfI *dIPI = jN If I xBn .dlPl <n. IA (NJ < 00. 
607/73!2-6 
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Thus fxBn E Ll.9, i.e., N n B, E 9Jf). Hence by (I), 
Vnbl, 
I Ifl .4/-d = IvlWnB,)< IvI(W=O. NnB n 
Now B, 7 Q and so N n B, 7 N, and we get, classically, 
Hence (9) reduces to the desired equality. Thus (III). 
Proof of (IV). We need only consider the case A E &‘“\~~(f), for if 
A E 9Jfh then by (1) we have the desired equality. With A as above, 
CQ = I Ifl .4!4= sup A DEN jAnD VI 44 by Lemma2.W 
= sup Ivl(AnD), 
DE9 
G /VI (A)> 
by (III), since A n D E 9, 
i.e., we have (IV). 
This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) By 2.29(b) and 2.21(a), 9&f)e9vn~‘“c. Now if gp(f) # 
$3” n PC, then we can find an A E S’v n @“’ such that A #.9,,(f), i.e., such 
that 
14 (A) -= 00 = s VI .W, A 
in clear contradiction to (a). Hence (b). 1 
Let p and f be as in the last theorem and v = vcc,/, and consider the 
extension v of v defined as in (2.25). Then by 2.32(b), 
A E 9”’ n 53” =s A E 9,(f) & V(A) = v(A). 
But 9” may possess sets in [~Jf)]‘“‘\@‘” (cf. Lemma 2.21(a)) and we 
may have Q,,(f) $ g,,,, and therefore vs V. The last two inequalities 
cannot occur, however, when fE LF”, (cf. 2.14(e)), as we now show: 
2.33. COR. Let peCA(S8, F) andf E Lt’. Then 
(a) &@ z g*(J) & g’Oc = [S’&S)]‘“‘; 
(b) %(f) = %,,.f & vr,f = Yp,f 
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Proof: (a) This repeats 2.21(e). (b) Write v= v,.~. Then by 2.29(b) 
and (a), 
q(f) c 9” E [c3p(f)]‘oc = 2P. 
Hence by Thm. 2.32(b), 9” = 9“” n 9” = gJj-) and it follows that v = V. 1 
2.34. THM. (Substitution Principle). Let (i) p E CA(g, IF) and (ii)f, 
g E cz~V(9’~=, Bl( 1F)). Then 
(a) 2i+ n %,,,(g) = 9Jfg); 
(b) VA E @‘=n %,,,(dv J/t g(o) . v&W = jA do).f(o) .cL(~w). 
Proof: (a) Write v := v~,/. Then by Cor. 2.24, 
v E CA(~Jf), F). (1) 
Since by Lemma 2.2 1 (a), 
LP G [%gf)]‘“=, (2) 
therefore, by (ii), 
g E JN-~pU-)l’“c> WV). (3) 
Hence Lemma 2.21(a) is applicable to v and g and yields 
G&(g) = a &ring G [~Jf)]‘oc G [gV(g)]‘“‘. (4) 
Now by (1) and (3), the formula jA /gJ .dlvl <co makes sense 
VA E [~Jf)]‘“c, and therefore by (2) certainly makes sense VA E 9““. Next 
by (i) and (ii), the formula JA Ig;fl . dlp( 6 co makes sense VA ~9’~‘. Now 
- grant momentarily that 
VA E z@“‘, IXAglI,v= IXasSIL,~ co. 
Then 
AE~“~~~~(~)~AE~‘~~&x~~EL,., 
~AE@‘~& IXagll,,<cO 
-AE~‘~WX,~~I,,,<~, 
-A+kf-h 
i.e., we have (a). It remains to prove (I). 
601/73/2-6* 
(1) 
by (1) 
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Proof of (I): Case 1. Let gEY(C?P, E); say 
akxAk? a,#& AkE@c&Akare (I. (5) 
k=l 
Fix A E 9’Oc. Then 
= i iaki !*, xAk If I .4A, by Thm. 2.32(a) 
k=l 
= s lgl ’ If I ‘dbi = kAfgll,p, A 
i.e., we have (I). 
(6) 
Case 2. Let g be as in (iii), i.e., gE .N(@‘c, Bl(lF)). Then 3(s,);” in 
Y( PC, E) such that 
s,(-) + A.1 & ISn(~)l /* lg(.)I onQasn+co. (7) 
It follows that 
S,(.)f(-)~g(.)f(.)&Is,(.)f(.)l 7 Ig(.)f(.)l onQ,asn+oo. (8) 
Hence by two applications of the monotone convergence theorem and (6), 
we get 
Thus (I) holds, and (a) is proved. 
(b) Let A E 9“” n 9?“(g). We again consider two cases. 
Case 1. Let g E 9(9P, [F) be as in (5). Then zAgELi,,, and so 
kc, lakl Iv1 tA n Ak) = k.Agl I,” < m.  
Thus each Ivl(A n Ak) < cc, i.e., A n Ak E 9”. But since A, Ak are in 9’Oc, so 
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is A n Ak. Hence by Thm. 2.32(b), each A n Ak E g;(f), the domain of v. 
Thus v(A n Ak) is well-defined and obviously 
-mAg)= i 
&=I 
akv(A n 4) := i ak IA xAkf .dp 
k=l 
= i d4 =-f&h gf 1. A (9) 
Case 2. Let g be as in (iii), and (s,)y in Y(P’, [F) be as in (7). Then, 
since A E Sv( g), 
IXA~)&l(~)I 6 M.)g(.)I EL,” 
Also, since by (a), A E gP( g f ), 
IXA(.)S,(.)f(.)I~IXA(.)g(.)f(.)IEL,,I,. 
Hence by two applications of the dominated convergence theorem 2.22, 
and (9), 
Thus (b). 1 
Since by Lemma 2.21(e), 9“” = 9Jf )I", for f E L’i’“,, we easily deduce 
from Thm. 2.34 the following corollary. 
2.35. COR. Let (i) p E CA(g, ff), 
&‘( [SJ f )I““, Bl( IF)). Then 
(ii) SE L’& and (iii) gg 
(a) %,,,(g) = ~Jgf); 
(b) VA E %,,,kh j-A g(o). v ,,,WN=j, g(o)f(wl./4d~). 
We shall now study the concept of absolute continuity of [F-valued 
measures on b-rings. As explained at the outset, we shall state some of our 
results for X-valued measures. In the next definition we extend the one 
given by von Neumann [ 13, p. 197, No. 11.2.11: 
2.36. DEF. Let %! be a ring over Q, 5 EX”, and PE FA(W, [0, co]). We 
say that 5 is absolutely continuous with respect to P on W (in symbols r + ~1 
on &?) iff VEEg & Vs>O, %I,,>0 such that 
RE.G@n2E& O~~(R)<bE,EjIr(R)I<~. 
It is necessary to allow 6 to depend on E in order to get a fruitful theory. 
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Thus with 9, the family of bounded Bore1 subsets of [w, p the Lebesgue 
measure restricted to $8, and 
5(D) = ID 21 dt, DE9, 
it is reasonable to say that 5 + ,u on 9. But <(a, b] = b* - u*, and to make 
l<(a, b] I <E will require ~(a, b] < ~/(a + b), a number depending on (a, b] 
and not just on E. In fact, no one 6 > 0 will work, since &/(a + b) + 0, as 
Ci+CO. 
It follows trivially from Def. 2.36 that 
(2.37) 5 E FA(&?, 55) * 4 + Rstr., 151. 
The following proposition extends a result for [W,,+-valued measures on 
b-rings given by von Neumann [ 13, p. 199, No. 11.2.4].6 
2.38. PROP. Let (i) Jo ECA(~, [0, co]) and (ii) 5 E CA(Q, X)7 be such 
that [<I (.) < co on 9. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) DEB & ,u(D)=O*<(D)=O, 
(P) 5-=Kp on 9. 
Proof: The proof (a) * (fi) is exactly the same as the proof of Prop. 3.6, 
(a) =E- (/I), Part II. The reader should merely replace sy in the proof by Ill, 
and do likewise for the qc at the end. The proof that (/?)a (a) is 
obvious. 1 
The following corollary settles the matter of the absolute continuity of 
the variation measure. 
2.39. COR. Let (i) ,u ECA(~, [0, co]) and (ii) 5 ECA(~, ?E) be such 
that ~~~(~)<co on 9, 
(iii) Gt:={A:AEPC& ~~~(A)<co}. 
Then 
5-Cp on 9*151 -KRstr.~~lpl. 
Proof Let < + p on 9. Obvioulsy gc is a b-ring and 
I51 -W&, &+I, Rstr.a,IN ECW&, CO, ~~11. 
b There are some serious typographical errors in the proof in [ 13, pp. 199-2001. 
‘The stipulation 151(.)< 03 on 9 that follows is redundant, but its elimination requires 
further theory; cf. 3.6 of Part II. 
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Hence by Prop. 2.38, to complete the proof we need only show that 
DE & & IpI (D) = 0 * [(I (D) = 0. 0) 
Proofof( By (ii), MEL@. First let DEB, lpl(D)=O. Then Vrc~I7~ 
and VA E rc, Ip( = 0. Since 5 +p, it follows from Prop. 2.38 (the 
(c() = (/3) part) that 
VZTEII~& ~/AEK, 15(A)l =O. 
Hence Vrt E D,, ,Ydcn l&A)1 = 0, and therefore, ItI (D) = 0. 
Next, let 4 E @ and )pl (a) = 0. Then since DE @“, therefore 
VAE9, An4~9 & lpl(An@=O. 
Hence as just shown, 
VAE9, l<l(AnD)=O. 
Hence (cf. 2.4(b)), 
l~l(D)=sup ltl(Anb)=O. 
Aa9 
Thus (I). 1 
For [F-valued measures we have the following corollary: 
2.40. COR. Let P(E CA(g, [0, CQ]) and VE CA(g, F) and v +p on 9. 
Then 
(4 I4 * If4 0~ %?; 
(b) for lF=R, v+, v-+,u; 
(c) for lF=C, Rev, Imv+p. 
Proof (a) By Cor. 2.6(c), Iv1 (.) < co on 9. Hence taking $5 = IF and 
r = v in the last corollary, we get (a). 
(b) Since Iv1 (.) < co on $$ and v + p on 9, therefore, by Prop. 2.38, 
DEB & p(D)=O=-v(D)=O. (1) 
Now by the Hahn-Jordan decomposition 2.9(b), (c), 
VDE.Q, D=D+ uD-, D’E~, D+ IID- & v’(D)=v(D*). (2) 
Hence by (2) and (1 ), 
DEB & p(D)=O=>p(D+)=O*v(D+)=O 
=c-v+(D)=O. (3) 
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Since V+ ECA(~, rW,+), it follows from (3) and Prop. 2.38 that v+ +p. 
Similarly, v - * p. 
(c) Let v1 .- Re v. Since VD E 9, (v,(D)1 < (v(D)(, it follows at once 
from (1) that 
DEB & p(D)=O*v,(D)=O. 
Hence as in the proof of (b), vi N p. Similarly v2 := Im v + p. 1 
The results of this section so far are free of all localizability assumptions. 
For the next result the localizability of the b-ring !9@ is essential. For 
simplicity we take the most stringent form of this localizability, viz. 
52 E a-ring( gp). 
2.41. THM. Let ,D ECA(~, iF) and 52 E a-ring(9J. Then (a) 3 a lpi-essen- 
tialZy unique function u( .) E L’,“’ such that lu( -)I = 1 on 52, and (cf. (2.25)) 
vDE9p, i0) = jD 40). IPI (da); 
(b) VAE9, AD) = j 40) IPI (do). 
D 
Proof (a) By hypothesis 
Q= (j Q,, where each Q,E~~ & 52, are (1. 
Let 
n=l 
(1) 
(2) Vn>l, dn := 9, n 2on, ,I?, := Rstr., ji. 
Then obviously (cf. (2.26) and 2.27(a)) 
~2, is a a-algebra over B,, 
P, E CA(4, 0 
1 
(3) 
l&J = Rstr.,n I,u~ = Rstr., 1~1. 
From (2) and the corresponding classical result (cf., e.g., Rudin [ 15, 6.12]), 
it follows that Vn 2 1 
3ii,~Ji’(d~, Bl([F))s Iii,(.)1 = 1 on S2, 
VAE&, P(A) = jA k(w) Ii4 (dw). 
(4) 
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Now define u,( .), u( .) on Q by 
u,(.)= 
u. 1, on Q;2, 
0, on Q\.Q, 
i (5) 
u(. ) = f u,(. ) L-2,( ). 
n=l !  
Then routinely from (4), 
u, E JH(~“‘~, Bl([F)) & lu,( .)I = 1 on Q, 
(6) 
Also since for any o E Q, all except one term in the series for u( .) vanishes, 
u(+A’(~‘~~, Bl([F)) & lu(.)I = 1 on Q. (7) 
Finally, by (I), VD E gp, D=U,“,, (DnQ,), and DnSt,E5Sw are 
disjoint. Hence by (2.26), (4), (5), and (3), 
This finishes the existence proof. 
As for the uniqueness, were V( -) another function in LtC, such that 
Iv(.)1 = 1 on Q and 
then 
vDE:9p, v(b) :=I {u(W)-u(O))~ Ip~(do)=O 
D 
Hence [VI (-) = 0 on 9: = &“, and by Thm. 2.32(a), 
o= Iblw=j~ b(~)-V(~)l. IPI( 
Here u = o a.e. IpI. 
This finishes the proof of (a). 
Part (b) follows from (a), since p = Rstr.,j. 1 
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APPENDIX A: SOME RESULTS ON SET-FAMILIES 
AND MEASURES 
We recall that D being a given nonvoid set, we call 9 a pre-ring over 52, 
iff @#9S22R, and VP, QE~“, PnQe9’ and P\Q=U;=, Pi, for some 
n E N + and some disjoint family {P,, . . . . P,} in 9. We call B a pre-algebra 
over Sz, iff 9 is a pre-ring over Q and 52 E 9. A set-family closely allied to 
the pre-ring but different from it is the half-ring of von Neumann [ 13, 
p. 85, Def. 10.1.51. We call 9 a b-ring over 52, iff 9 is a ring over Sz and 9 
is closed under countable intersection. 
For DE% ~2~, we define 
d ~‘““:={A:AGSZ&VFE%,F~AE%}. 
Gf+ O’ is the family of all subsets of Q which “locally belong” to 9, so to 
speak. It follows of course that’ 
(A.1) i-2 E aloe & %“%‘““C%. 
Also % c %--lo’ whenever % is closed under finite intersections. It follows 
that for a pre-ring B and b-ring 9 over 52, we have 
(A.21 
1 
B G ~9’~’ = a pre-algebra over Q, 
$9 c $9“” = a a-algebra over Q. 
We give below a few results on these set-families that are used in this 
paper. Proofs not given are left to the reader. 
It is a basic fact that for set-families %1, %* over Q, the inclusion %1 E %* 
entails neither that %pc%F nor that %p c %p. The last inclusion 
holds, however, under an extra condition, as the following useful lemma 
shows : 
A.3. LEMMA (Localization-Reversal). Let 0 # %l, %* E 2*. Then 
%‘&E2C%~=P%‘:OCG%pY 
Proof: Let %1 C 4 E %;:““, and F, E %1. Then F, E 4 and therefore 
A2~%p=-F1nA,~%z 
=F,nA+%‘:O (since %* E %p) 
=sF,nA,=F,n(F,nA,)~%l~%~c%l. 
8 The boldface n and v operations are defined in 1.1(f). 
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Thus 
Thus PC E 9”:” 2 . I 
The next result shows that set-families generated by a pre-ring are no 
smaller than those generated by some larger families. 
A.4 TRW. Let 9 be a pre-ring over Q, 9 := ring(P), 9 := b-ring 8, 
g := o-ring(Y), szl := o-alg(9’). Then 
(a) 9 = b-ring(a) & 9 = o-ring(a) = a-ring(g), d = a-ring(B) = 
alg(9) = alg(=@), 
(b) when 9 is a pre-algebra, .!?@” = 9 & ~22’~‘= 9 = 39 = ~4, 
(c) AE@“~ & As(J;=, Pi, P,E~ s AE~, 
(d) 9 = a &ring G 2* & 52 E a-ring(a) * a-ring(g) = 9’Oc. 
For the localizations of a pre-ring 9 and of the set-families Y that it 
generates, we indeed have 5“” c@“, unlike the situation described in 
Lemma A.3. This is shown in part (b) of the next lemma. 
AS. LEMMA. Let (i) 9, 9, 9, &?, ~2 be as in A.4 and (ii), VA c 0, 
.c~&:={E:E_~SZ&A~EE~} 
BA := (E: EESZ & Bn E&49}. 
Then 
(a) VA E CP’O’, W s .!?& = a ring over 52, 93 E 3A = a a-ring over Sz, 
(b) p”‘= E $f’Oc G g’Oc = g’Oc. 
ProoJ (a) Let A E 9’Oc. Then, as the reader can easily check, we have 
ScBA =aringG2* (1) 
9 E BA = a a-ring E 2R. (2) 
From (1) and (2) we get at once 
9 := ring(P) E gA, .9d = a-ring(g) c gA. 
Thus (a). 
(b) Since by (a) 
AE!?@°C*S?!E,.j 
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we see that 
gJoc c gp=. (3) 
The same argument shows that 
g$loc c gloc 
(4) 
Now W being, ipso facto, a pre-ring, we can apply (4) taking W instead of 
8. This gives 
GPc E (o-ring LS?)‘Oc. 
But by A.2(a), a-ring (9) = ~8’. Thus the last inclusion reduces to 
gpc & g!p-. (5) 
Finally, by Dinculeanu [2, p. 14, Cor.] and A.4(a), 
galoc = (a-ring s)‘Oc = Bloc. 
Combining (4), (5), and (6), we get (b). 1 
(6) 
For functions defined on a set in 9, the availability of 9’Oc, Bl(lF) 
measurable extensions, which is demanded in the paper, is ensured by the 
following triviality : 
A.6 TRW. Let 
(i) 9 be a &ring over D & D, E 9, 
(ii) &:=9nnD0 (dO is obviously a a-algebra over D,), 
(iii) fO E IFDo and .fe A(&, BW)), 
Then 
(a) VSCIF, f- ,@) = f, w  
O$S 
f,‘(s) u (Q\Do), OES 
(b) f~ &(9’0c, Bl([F)). 
Recall that according to Def. 2.3, the domain of the total variation I<1 of 
an Z-valued F.A. measure 5 on 9 is 9““. It is therefore worthwhile to note 
the following : 
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A.7. TRW. Let (i) 9 be a b-ring over Q, (ii) X be a Banach space over [F, 
and (iii) 5 E FA(g, X) & p E FA(SS,, [O, co]). Then 
Another useful result is the following Identity Principle (for the proof see 
Dinculeanu [2, p. 24, Prop. 63 ) : 
A.8. IDENTITY PRINCIPLE. Let (i) 9 be a pre-ring over 52 and 9 := 
&ring(y) and (ii) 5, g E CA(a, X). Then 
The rest of this appendix is devoted to a few results on induced set- 
families that are needed in Part III of the paper. The following notation 
will be adhered to in the remainder of this appendix: 
A.9. Notation. (i) X, Y are nonvoid sets, 
(ii) @=FSCx, @#Y&2’, 
(iii) f E Yx, 
(iv) f-‘(g) := (f-‘(G): GEM} ~2~, 
(v) F~:=(G:G~Y&~-‘(G)E~}E~~. 
The induces set-families f-‘(g) and 5f are connected by the following 
relations as the reader can show: 
(A.lO) 
/ 
(a) f-‘(q) E 9 
(b) Cf-‘C91r~~. 
We shall take for granted the following basic result: 
A.1 1. THM. Let the variable CI stand for any one of “ring,” “algebra,” 
“ideal, ” “lattice,” “a-ring,” “o-ring,” “o-algebra,” or “monotone class.” Then 
(a) Y is an c7 over Y*f-‘(9) is an CI over X, 
(b) 9 is an tl over X * Ff is an a over Y. 
From (A.lO) and A.11 we obtain the following fundamental result: 
A.12. THM. The symbol c( being defined as in Thm. A.ll, let the symbols 
~$9) and ~(93) stand for the smallest CI that contains 9 and 9, respectively. 
Then 
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Proof: Sincef-‘(%)Gf-‘{a(%)}, and by A.ll(a) the last family is an 
a, therefore by the very definition of the symbol a( .), 
a{f-‘W) 5-‘{a(W). (1) 
To get the reverse inclusion, note that by (A.lO)(b), 
29 c CfFWlf~ C~w’cwl”f~ (2) 
the last inclusion being a consequence of the triviality that 
FI GF~-(F~)~E(F~)~. But by A.ll(b), the last family in (2) is an a. 
Hence 
and therefore by the incretonity of the operationf-‘( -), and (A.lO)(a), 
.I-‘Cat%1 ~f-‘(C~{f~‘(~~}l~)~~{f~‘(~~}. (3) 
By (1) and (3) we have the desired equality. 1 
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